
 

 
 

 

Our campsite is located close to the Vézère (2.5 km) in the middle of the nature in the heart of three valleys 

bordered by woods. The Vézère valley is rich in culture and nature; classified by UNESCO as world heritage for the 

prehistoric times and as a natural reservoir Dordogne for humans, plants and animals by the European Union group 

natura 2000. 

Longing to maintain this nature and to obtain a certificate 'tourist Eco label', we are going into action and we want 

to make you receptive to this through this information. 
 

Waste 

We are active in separating waste (batteries, light bulbs, plastic caps, corks, glass lids, etc.), for the benefit of which 

you will find the manual for waste separation on the billboard near the sanitary. In our daily life during and out of 

season, we collect our organic waste to give to our chickens and to make compost. You can also feed our chickens. 

The compost is then used for our planting. 

Hazardous waste and waste oil are stored separately by specialised recycling companies. 

We recycle corks in favour of associations. 

Limitation of single-use packaging (sugar, mayonnaise, ketchup) and of dissipation and packaging for takeaway 

sales. 
 

Water 

We ask you not to waste water: so, we have a bucket available at every tap near the pitches to collect the running 

water that you no longer need. This water can then be used for watering the young plants at the campsite that are 

less resistant to the dryness. 

We use water-saving toilet cisterns. 

We have a reed filter for our sanitary facilities. Do not use any bleaching agents. 

We have a badge system for the flow of water in the sanitary showers to limit wastage. 
 

Energy 

Gradually we replace our light bulbs by low-energy light bulbs. 

We are also susceptible to purchase equipment with the classified category A. 

Our sanitary is insulated with cellulose. 

In 2023, we installed solar panels for the campsite's general power supply. 
 

Maintenance 

The cleaning products we use are certified ecological. 

We use microfibers and alcohol vinegar in order to avoid the use of descaling products. 
 

Landscape 

Our inner roads at the campsite are made out of porous material (limestone) to facilitate the ingress of water into 

the soil. 

We have planted trees and shrubs which are only local species. 

During our trimming work we shred the branches and then place this at the foot of our hedges (this prevents weeds 

and keeps the soil moist during drought). 
 

Customers 

We stimulate the exchange by e-mail and we limit paper printing. 

Motorized traffic is prohibited from 23:00 until 08:00. 

LET US RESPECT THE NATURE TOGETHER 

OUR ECO RESPONSABLE 

ACTION 

 

 


